Visualization of the interaction between archaeal DNA polymerase and uracil-containing DNA by atomic force microscopy.
Deamination of cytosine to uracil is a hydrolytic reaction that is greatly accelerated at high temperatures. The resulting uracil pairs with adenine during DNA replication, thereby inducing G:C to A:T transitions in the progeny. Interestingly, B-family DNA polymerases from hyperthermophilic Archaea recognize the presence of uracil in DNA and stall DNA synthesis. To better understand the recognition mechanism, the binding modes of DNA polymerase B1 of Sulfolobus solfataricus (Pol B1) to uracil-containing DNA were examined by gel mobility shift assays and atomic force microscopy. Although PolB1 per se specifically binds to uracil-containing single-stranded DNA, the binding efficiency was substantially enhanced by the initiation of DNA synthesis. Analysis by the atomic force microscopy showed a number of double-stranded DNA (dsDNA) in the products of DNA synthesis. The generation of ds DNA was significantly inhibited, however, by the presence of template uracil, and intermediates where monomeric forms of Pol B1 appeared to bind to uracil-containing DNA were observed. These results suggest that Pol B1 more efficiently recognizes uracil in DNA during DNA synthesis rather than during random diffusion in solution, and that single molecules of Pol B1 bind to template uracil and stall DNA synthesis.